DATE OF CONFERENCE __________ STUDENT NAME: _______________________

FOUND AT cowriter.com>view reports:
WORDS WRITTEN:________________ TIME SPENT: _________________________

IDEAS TO EXPLORE:

Which subject area is he/she using Co:Writer? (ELA, Science, Social Studies, etc) Can he/she branch out to other areas?

How often is he/she using Co:Writer? Daily? Weekly? Can we encourage an increase the amount of time used?

How does he/she use technology outside of school for homework? Laptop? Chromebooks? iOS device? Cross platform accessibility makes this a breeze.

Ask student to describe how they felt before using Co:Writer. While using Co:Writer? Encourage the positive and reward the success. What else does the student need from me?

GOALS FOR NEXT TIME...

Increase number of words written by_________ Increase time spent by_________

NEW words to incorporate into writing: _______________ _______________

________________   __________________

________________   __________________

________________   __________________

Next Conference Date: __________________________
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